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The Rainforest Foundation
The Rainforest Foundation fights to preserve
the world’s rain forests and ensure the rights of
indigenous peoples, in cooperation with local
indigenous and environmental organizations
in Southeast Asia, Central Africa and the Amazon. In
Norway we work on raising awareness about the rainforest and preventing Norwegian politics and business
interests from contributing to its destruction.
The Rainforest Foundation was founded in 1989.
We are a part of the international network Rainforest Foundation,
with sister organizations in the US and the UK. Project support
is financed by public authorities, the annual school project
«Operation Day’s Work», private donors and sponsors.
Five Norwegian organizations are members: Earth Norway, Nature
and Youth, the children’s environmental organization «Eco-agents»,
the Development Fund and The Future in Our Hands.
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FROM THE DIRECTOR

A global player with solid local contact
MAP: UNEP-WCMC

Director for
the Rainforest
Foundation,
Lars Løvold

» VENEZUELA
» Malaysia
» Ecuador

Twenty years have passed since the
musician Sting and the Indian leader
Raoni visited Oslo with their appeal to
preserve the rainforest and create a
major new Indian territory in the
Brazilian Amazon. Their visit inspired the
forming of what has become one of the
most important organizations in Europe
for the conservation of the world’s
rainforests.
Today the Rainforest Foundation works in
the Amazon, Asia, Africa and Oceania.
Over a hundred local partners are
engaged with us in the ten most important rainforest nations. A core principle in
our work from day one has been the
importance of working closely with those
who live in the rainforest if we are to
protect it.
In June 2009 our partners gathered for
anniversary celebrations in Oslo. T he
main event was a three-day gathering of
more than fifty representatives from our
partner organizations in ten countries.
Experiences in the struggle to protect the
rainforest and ensure rights of forest
inhabitants were exchanged across the
continents. Seldom have so many
“grass-root” rainforest experiences been
in one place, requiring simultaneous
interpretation in Indonesian, French,
Portuguese, Spanish and English.
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» DRC

Rainforest:

» Brazil

» Peru

» Indonesia

» Papua
NEW Guinea

Today
Originally

» Bolivia
» Paraguay

Common conflict
Local rainforest activists seized this
opportunity to learn from the experiences
of others. Central here was the importance
of the rainforest to climate, and despite
different national experiences participants
joined in a common message to the
world’s climate negotiators: It is essent ial
to recognize the rights and role of
indigenous peoples and other forest
peoples in forest conservation if we are to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions from deforestation.
Rainforest and climate were also themes
in an open jubilee conference organized in
Oslo. Speakers included Norway’s Minister
of the Envir onment and International
Development Erik Solheim, former
Brazilian Minister of the Environment
Marina Silva, the head of the UN Permanent Forum on Issues for Indigenous
Peoples, leading international forest

researchers, United Nations leaders and
representatives from the Rainforest
Foundation’s partner network. The
conference made clear how central the
rainforest issue has become in international politics, and the broad credibility
and recognition that the Rainforest
Foundation has achieved.
The Race for our Climate
The year 2009 should have produced a
new, legally binding climate agreement in
Copenhagen in December. We now know
that it did not. But hidden under the
collapse of that UN summit are nearly
completed partial negotiations, including
the conservation of forests in order to
reduce emissions of greenhouse gases. The
efforts of the Rainforest Foundation and
its partners in climate negotiations can
hardly be ov erestimated. Along with our
allies we have created recognition that
respect for the rights of forest dwellers

and broad participation from civilian
society are essential for long-lasting
reductions in deforestation and destruction. Gradually, we have expanded the
debate from mere technical discussions of
forest carbon content to include social and
economic factors. The Foundation’s key
issues of 20 years have also gained
acceptance in the international climate
negotiations. Hardened negotiators have
had to learn to see the rights of indigenous
peoples and participatory processes as part
of any future climate solution.
National forestry processes
Parallel with sluggish international climate
negotiations, important processes are
underway within most forest-rich
developing countries. National plans to
monitor and preserve forests are being
developed. Pilot projects have started and
new mechanisms have been drafted to
reward those who preserve – and punish

those who destroy – the forests. In order
to succeed it is essential for all affected
groups to be inv olved in developing and
implementing the new plans – especially
those who live in and depend on the
rainforest. The Rainforest Foundation
works to promote this through partnerships in many countries. Openness, broad
participation and full disclosure are
necessary to prevent forestry measures
that benefit only a small elite.
Increased hope through 20 years
It is impossible to say what a future
climate agreement will contain. But,
without a doubt, the climate threat has
made rainforest conservation a question
that ranks very high on the international
political agenda. Deforestation in the
Brazilian Amazon has been reduced by
nearly two-thirds within a few years –
clear proof that change is possible. Sting
and Raoni’s goal from 1989, the creation

of the Menkragnoti-Kayapó Territory, was
the Rainforest Foundation’s first victory.
Since then we have grown considerably.
Specific results from the past 20 years in
the form of protected rainforest territories,
indigenous people who stand up and
demand their rights, and communities
that derive revenues from sustainable
forest management demonstrate that it is
possible to stop the destruction.
It is too early to say that the rainforest has
been saved, but never in the course of the
Foundation’s 20-year history have we had
more reason to believe that this will
actually be possible.
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The Amazon
The Rainforest Foundation began as a campaign to establish
the indigenous territory of Menkragnoti in the Brazilian
Amazon 20 years ago. Today we have over 50 partners in
six nations. In 2009, NOK 50 million was used for work
in the Amazon.
W
90 Wthe world’s rainforests and
75 W
The105
Amazon
represents over half
stretches over about 6 million sq. km. in nine countries. About
17% of the Amazon – over 3 times the area of Norway – has
been deforested.
Around 33 million people live in the Amazon region; an
estimated 1.6 million are indigenous people mostly living in the
rainforest. Each of the region’s 375 Indian groups has its
distinctive culture and social organization, and some 300
different languages are spoken in the Amazon area. Most h ave
now also developed their own written language.
O

O

O
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Rio Branco

Rainforest recognizes no national
borders, and nor do the threats it is
exposed to. A holistic and rights-based
administration across borders in the
Amazon is the best way to secure the
region’s rainforests.

of Greenwich

The greatest threats are agriculture,
hydropower and mining activities.

br a z i l
V ENE Z UELA
The world’s largest rainforest country

In 2007 the Rainforest Foundation, with a
grant from the Norwegian Ministry of
Foreign Affairs was able to support
projects with such a goal. The aim is that
the work will serve as a counterweight to
the many powerful forces within each
country seeking to exploit the region’s
natural resources in ways that damage
the rainforest.

Large areas of rainforest are threatened
by the most ambitious development project
in the region’s history, the initiative for the
integration of infrastructure in South
America (IIRSA).
Through IIRSA the authorities want to
facilitate access to the region’s natural
resources by linking geographically
separated areas throughout South America.
As 90% of deforestation in the Amazon
region occurs less than 50km from roads,
this can have major consequences.
In close cooperation with our partners,
we have defined four areas where we will
work for sustainable management of
contiguous rainforest.

The Brazilian Amazon is home to
around 300,000 Indians, in 173 ethnic
groups. Indigenous territories account
for over 20% of the Amazon region.
These territories serve as a highly
effective barrier against rainforest
destruction.
The greatest threats are cattle
farming, soy plantations, industrial
agriculture and large-scale infrastructure and energy projects.
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Cattle raising, soy farming, logging and
agriculture are the greatest threats.
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One of South America’s poorest countries,
Bolivia stands out from other Amazonian
countries in that most of its 9,000,000
inhabitants are indigenous people. In the
Bolivian Amazon, about 88,000 belong to
25 different Indian groups. In addition, an
unknown number of Indians live with no
contact with the outside world.

O

Of the 42 indigenous groups in
Venezuela, with a total of 150,000
people, 24 live in the Amazon region.
The Indians formally have good rights,
but follow-up is poor.

contains over 33% of the planet’s
remaining rainforest – more than 20
times the land area of Norway. Some
17% of the Brazilian Amazon is
already gone; however, Brazil has
managed to halve its deforestation
since measurements began.

VENEZUELA

Lima

of Bolivia, but between 1990 and 2005
6.5 % disappeared. From 2007, large areas
were opened for oil operations.

O

G U YA

The greatest threats are oil operations,
mining and logging operations.

O

Caracas

E C UADO R
ENE
Z UELA
SlightlyV
less
than half
Ecuador’s land

area is in the Amazon, covered by
rainforest. But Ecuador is losing its
rainforest at the fast rate of all the
Amazonian countries– nearly 400 of its
roughly 13,000 km2 of rainforest are
lost every year.

Many Indian groups live in border areas between the
nation-states of the region. Each country differs in its policies,
and the Rainforest Foundation is involved across-borders to
protect large, contiguous forest areas in the Amazon.
Nearly 1.5 billion tons of CO2 reaches the atmosphere each
year because of forest clearance and burning in the Amazon.
60 W
45 W emissions. Longitude West 30
This represents approximately
5 percent of world
The greatest threats to the rainforest and the indigenous
peoples of the Amazon are cattle farming, industrial agriculture, logging and mineral extraction. These factors often work
together. Some 90 percent of deforestation in the Amazon
occurs less than 50km from roads.

Venezuela has 450,000 km2 of forest,
and half of the country’s land area lies
within the Amazon region. In the period
2000–2005, 553 km2 of forest disappeared each year.
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The Peruvian Amazon is home to around
V ENE Z UELA
350,000 Indians, with 65 ethnic groups. In

Peru is the second largest rainforest land
in the Amazon after Brazil. Between 2000
and 2009, about 1,500 km2 were deforested each year – equal to three times the
area of Oslo municipality. In 2009, 75% of
Peru’s Amazon region was opened for oil
exploration.

addition, there are various groups living
without contact with the outside world in
the border areas between Brazil, Peru,
Ecuador and Bolivia.

The greatest threats are rapidly expanding
oil activities, timber logging and road
construction.

forest. Now it is almost only in the
Indian areas that trees remain. In the
north-western Chaco region, deforestation increased by 17% from 2008 to
2009.
There are 87,000 Indians in Paraguay, in
20 different groups. Many of them live
under difficult conditions, and systematic violations of human rights occur.
Almost half the country’s indigenous
people have still not had their land
rights recognized as the provided for
in the Constitution.
The greatest threats are soya and meat
production.

THREATENED FOREST: The darkest areas are either deforested or seriously endangered.

One Amazon – one map

It was a great advance when the
network RAISG in 2009 could present
the first map ever to display all the
indigenous territories and protected
areas in the nine Amazon nations.
Another map shows the extent of forest
destruction and which areas are exposed
to various threats.
The map series gives us a new
overview of the serious situation in the

Amazon region. Such maps are an
important tool in achieving a holistic
management of the Amazon. For
example, it will be easy to see if a
logging or oil concession overlaps a
protected area. The Rainforest Foundation funded the map project with grants
from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
The map can be downloaded from
www.raisg.socioambiental.org.
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Brazil
Since 1989, the Rainforest Foundation
has worked to create Indian territories
and protect Indian rights in Brazil.
The country has solid environmental
legislation, but in 2009 this was under
great pressure.
The Rainforest Foundation’s partners in
Brazil have worked hard to counter an
intense and coordinated attack on
environmental legislation from strong
property interests in the Congress and
their allies in export agriculture, industry
and finance. This attack may be seen as a
response to the government’s greater
degree of actually enforcing environmental laws.
The pressure led to weakening the
legislation on several points. Setbacks
have included the legalization of land
theft in Amazonas, amnesty for illegal
forestry operations in the rainforest and
less stringent requirements for environmental impact assessment of development projects.
Our partners in Brazil have worked to
prevent the undermining of the law. This
has included contributing in part to
President Lula’s vetoing of two of the
worst proposals.
Deforestation halved
These setbacks contrast with recent
deforestation figures for the Brazilian
Amazon. They have been halved since
2006, and were in 2009 the lowest since
measurement began in the late 1980s. The
global financial crisis is probably the main
reason for the sharp decline in the past
two years, but the Brazilian authorities
have also initiated several stringent
measures to stop deforestation.
A key court ruling on the indigenous
territory Raposa Serra do Sol in 2008 had
negative consequences in 2009 for efforts
to create new territories. The ruling
confirmed that the territory had been
created in line with the Constitution, so
8
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Peru
Major confrontations between the indigenous movement and the Peruvian
government characterized our work
throughout 2009. Despite constant
pressure, our partners have remained
well-organized and articulate.

FORMAL TEACHER TRAINING: Education is an important part of the indigenous peoples’ fight for their
rights. In 2009 the very first class of Yanomami teachers graduated in Brazil.

that (non-indigenous) farmers operating
there had to withdraw. But it also
established a range of criteria for the
establishment of new territories, which led
to a virtual cessation in the recognition of
new territories.
Milepæler på utdanningsfronten
Since 1992 the Rainforest Foundation has
worked to ensure that the Indians of Brazil

can receive education in their own
language, based on their own culture. In
2009, we saw several breakthroughs.
The greatest milestone was when the
first-ever group of Yanomami Indians
completed formal teacher training. In
addition, eight new Yanomami schools
have been officially recognized and
registered.
In Rio Negro, the first curricula for

P a r t n e r s i n B R AzIL
• ISA (Instituto Socioambiental): largest and most powerful
environmental and rights organization in Brazil and a key partner for the Rainforest Foundation. ISA represents Brazilian organizations in forestry, environmental and indigenous issues in
several national and state committees.
• ATIX (Associação Terra Indígena do Xingu): umbrella organization for the Xingu Indigenous Territory. Plays a leading role in
the protection and management of the Xingu territory and in
the campaign for Xingu river sources lying outside the territory.
• FOIRN (Federação das Organizações Indígenas do Rio Negro):
umbrella organization for indigenous organizations in the Rio
Negro region. Leads work in the region to strengthen the political position of indigenous peoples, promote education, and engage in capacity building.
• Hutukara: founded in 2004, is Brazil’s unifying organization
for Yanomami Indians. Serves as their political voice to the outside world, and runs several projects.
• ACEP (Associação do Conselho da Escola Pamaali) & AEITU
(Associação da Escola Indígena Tuyuka Utapinapona):
operate Indian schools in Rio Negro, in collaboration with ISA
and FOIRN.
• CPI/Acre (Comissão Pró-Índio do Acre): created in 1979
to support the indigenous struggle for territory and auto-

nomy in Acre state bordering on Peru. Is a key player in
regional and multi-national networks in the border areas
of Brazil/Peru/Bolivia.
• OPIAC (Organizacão professor dos Indígenas do Acre): organization for Indian teachers in the state of Acre. Founded in 2003
as a result of many years’ work in education by CPI/Acre.
• CTI (Centro de Trabalho Indigenista): founded 1979, works to
ensure that indigenous people in Brazil have control over their
territories and independence in the struggle for their rights.
• IEPÉ (Instituto de Pesquisa e Formação Indígena): works with
indigenous and indigenous rights in Amapá state. Has solid and
wide knowledge of environmental and indigenous issues, and
collaborates with a range of indigenous groups in the area.
• APINA: council for the Wajãpi villages. Established in 1994 to
represent Wajãpi Indians in Amapá state in their encounters
with mainstream society. Played a central role in working for
the Wajãpi Territory.
• RCA (Rede de Cooperação Alternativa): network of indigenous
organizations and voluntary organizations working on indigenous issues in Brazil. All are or have been Rainforest Foundation partners.

Since 2006, the Government of Peru has
tried to speed up the exploitation of
natural resources in the Amazon region.
This has led to laws and regulations that
deprive Indians of traditional rights,
while making it easier for oil and mining
middle school level were approved by the companies to establish themselves in
government. And in the Acre state the
indigenous areas.
authorities have finally approved a
What started with a peaceful mobilitechnical education curriculum based on zation ended in June in violent clashes
both local and western knowledge. For
between police and the indigenous
the first time, indigenous people with
movement. The clashes in the town of
such education can participate in
Bagua led to 108 arrests, 34 dead and
formulating management plans for their
over 200 injured. Several indigenous
own territories.
leaders were persecuted by the authoriWe also achieved important results in
ties in the course of the year; and
efforts to strengthen indigenous organiAlberto Pizango, the leader of our
zations. For example, in the course of
partner AIDESEP, has been in exile in
2009 FOIRN, ATIX Hutukara and OPIAC
Nicaragua since June.
showed that their members can act as
The Rainforest Foundation has helped
political representatives, spokesmen and
to cover legal expenses to get Pizango
project managers for indigenous peoples
acquitted from the arrest order against
in their own regions. ATIX conducted a
him.
successful restructuring process and today
The mobilization led to two of the
stands as a unified representative of
worst laws being withdrawn. The
Xingu National Park.
situation also brought greater national

and international understanding and
recognition of the vulnerability of
indigenous peoples and the rainforest in
Peru. Cohesion in the indigenous
movement was strengthened in 2009.
In Peru in 2009, there was still no law
on the right of indigenous peoples to be
consulted on matters affecting their
territories.
Another important result of the work
with territory legislation is the creation
of a state commission to evaluate and
approve proposals for establishing
territories for isolated indigenous
peoples.
Victory for isolated groups
Despite the difficult political situation,
we have achieved important results
regarding the protection of indigenous
people’s rights and recognition of
indigenous territories in Peru.
During 2009 our partners succeeded,
with support from the Rainforest
Foundation, in closing two entry rivers in
two territories of isolated indigenous
peoples for incomers, thanks to manned
checkpoints set up in 2008. A new
checkpoint was established in 2009.

Partners in peru
• AIDESEP (Association Interétnica de Desarrollo de la Selva
Peruana) was created in 1980 and is the largest and most
powerful indigenous organization for the Amazon region in
Peru. Its core goal is to reclaim indigenous peoples’ lost
territories and their right to control how the Peruvian Amazon
region is administered.
• FENAMAD (Federación Nativa del Río Madre de Dios y
Afluentes) in Madre de Dios, ORAU (Organización Regional de
AIDESEP Ucayali ) in the state of Ucayali, CORPI (Coordinadora
Regional de Pueblos Indígenas de San Lorenzo) in the San
Lorenzo region and ORPIO (Organización Regional de Pueblos
Indígenas del Oriente) in Oriente are regional AIDESEP
organizations.

• FECONACO (Federación de Comunidad Native del Rio
Corrientes) represents 5,000 indigenous people in Loreto
county on the border with Ecuador.
• FORMABIAP (Formación de Maestros y Bilingües y Intercultural
en la Amazonía Peruana) works to promote bilingual and
culture-specific education for indigenous people of Loreto.
• SHINAI was established in 2002, with the aim of securing
rights for the newly contacted Nahua and Nanti Indians whose
lands were invaded because of a gas production project.
• RACIMOS DE UNGURAHUI is, together with AIDESEP, is the
strongest defender of indigenous rights against the oil and gas
industry.

• FENAP (Federación Nacional de los Achuar del Perú) represents
Achuar society in northwestern Peru. Works to survey and
achieve recognition of the Achuar’s contiguous territory, and to
develop sustainable management plans.
• COBNAEP (Coordinadora Binacional de los Achuar de Ecuador y
Perú) is a bi-national organization representing the Achuar
Indians of Ecuador and Peru. Working to establish long-term
and sustainable management plans for a bi-national Achuar
territory.
• CIPA (Centro de Investigaciónes y Promoción Amazonica):
Peruvian voluntary organization working to promote the rights
of indigenous peoples in the southern and eastern parts of the
Peruvian Amazon.

Rainforest foundation
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Paraguay
Compared to other countries in South
America, the indigenous movement in
Paraguay has been weak, with little
influence. In 2007 we expanded the work
of strengthening Indian participation by
entering contracts with several organizations and in 2009 we saw good results.
Indigenous organizations are now
much better informed about their rights,
and indigenous participation has become
more central to the national authorities.
The greatest single victory was when the
leade r of the Indian organization CAPI
was invited to participate in the academic work on forests and climate in the
Ministry of Environment. He was also
invited as part of the government
delegation from Paraguay to the climate
summit in Copenhagen. This is the first
time a member of the indig enous
population has been invited with such a
delegation.
A new direction after presidential
elections in 2008 also contributes to the
indigenous people being heard more. But

even though President Fernando Lugo
has good intentions, the political
situation is difficult. The president does
not have a majority in the parliament,
and environmental and indigenous issues
do not rank high on the agenda.
There is also general agreement that
Indians should not have rights to land or
resources in the protected areas, even
though today almost the only remaining
forests are found in the Indian territories.
The Rainforest Foundation’s partners
fight for the importance of caring for the
forest together with – not without – the
Indian populations.
Areas where our partners work have
the highest deforestation rate in the
whole continent. Destruction and
increased deforestation in the west has
now led to increasing pressure on the
better preserved forests in the east. This
threatens the livelihood of the Ayoreo
Indians, the only known remaining isolated Indian group outside the Amazon. The
Foundation is working with the indigenous organizations UNAP and OPIT to
focus on this.

The Amazon rainforest extends over
nine countries. If the forest is to be
protected, a holistic approach is required. Therefore, the Rainforest Foundation has recently expanded its work
in the Amazon area to include Bolivia,
Ecuador and Venezuela.
Bolivia
In 2009 we had five local partners in
Bolivia, and the work is starting to
produce results. The year was marked by
political unrest with a new constitution
and strong pressure on indigenous
peoples, especially from the oil and gas
industry.
In 2009, Bolivia adopted a new constitution that strengthens the rights of
indigenous peoples. The constitutional
changes have encountered considerable
resistance and created political instability
that has made the work of our partners
difficult.
Although the law affirms the right of indigenous peoples to consent to procedures
for entry into their territories, this is often
not respected. We work to ensure that the
indigenous people receive sufficient
information to enable them to make good
decisions regarding intervention in their
areas.

mate; Federación Guaraní on health, education, the environment and strengthening of indigenous organizations and health;
and SAI on education, agriculture, law, culture, politics and social services.

• CLIBCH (Coordinadora de Líderes Indígenas del Bajo Chaco)
represents 65 Indian villages in President Hayes’ county. Three
of the villages have won a lawsuit against the authorities in the
Inter-American Court of Human Rights.

• GAT (Gente, Ambiente y Territory), IA (Inciativa Amotocodie)
UNAP (Unión de Nativo Ayoreo de Paraguay) and OPIT (Organización Payipie Ichadie Totobiegosode) work with Ayoreo Indians. GAT focuses on legal assistance and advice to Ayoreo people in their struggle for land rights, health and education; IA on
documentation and awareness of isolated and settled Ayoreo Indians in a situation with high deforestation; UNAP follow up the
situation for Ayoreo Indians both nationally and internationally; and OPIT documents illegal logging, and traces isolated Ayoreo in the area.

Rainforest foundation
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An important result of the Rainforest
Foundation’s work in 2009 was the
creation of a forum for the entire Amazon
region of Bolivia. The Indian organization
CIDOB coordinates the forum where issues
such as the rights of isolated indigenous
peoples are discussed.
Venezuela
Since our start in Venezuela in 2007, we

have worked to get the authorities to
approve teacher training for the Yanomami Indians. In 2009 this became a reality.
With Rainforest Foundation support, the
organization Wataniba has achieved an
agreement with the Ministry of Education
to ensure teacher training for the
Yanomami based on their own language
and culture.
Good education is the key to better

PA R TNE R s I n B OLI V IA

• CAPI (Coordinadora por la Autodeterminación de los Pueblos
Indígenas): largest indigenous organization at the national level.
Created in 2001 to prevent a watering-down of the law for indigenous people in Paraguay.
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SAMARBEID: Regnskogfondet har utvidet sitt arbeid til flere land i Amazonas for å kunne bidra til
en mer helhetlig forvaltning av regnskogen.

management of resources and a stronger
indigenous movement. Unlike the situation
in Brazil, Yanomami territories in Venezuela are not recognized by the authorities, as
the Constitution requires. This is an
important issue for the indigenous
movement.
Wataniba is also working with Brazilian
ISA to develop a common map of the
Yanomami territories in the two countries.
This will be a good weapon in the struggle
for territorial rights.
Ecuador
The Rainforest Foundation works with
indigenous peoples to cou nter pressures
from the mining industry. The goal is to
get the state to recognize and protect
areas that are contiguous indigenous
territories.
After Ecuador and Peru signed a peace
treaty in 1998, indigenous groups have
re-established contact and are trying to
coordinate the struggle for their rights.
The Rainforest Foundation works to
ensure that authorities in both countries
recognize them as bi-national groups
with the right to territories on both
sides of the border.

PA R TNE R s I n E C UADO R

PA R TNE R E I PA R A G UA Y

• ACIDI (Associación de Comunidad Mbya-Guaraní de Itapúa),
Federación Guarani (Federación de Associaciones de Comunidades Indígenas Guaranís de la Región Oriental del Paraguay)
and SAI (Servicio de Apoyo Indigena) work with the Guarani Indians. ACIDI focuses on land, the environment, forest, and cli-

Foto: Maria Guzman-Gallegos

In Paraguay, the Rainforest Foundation
is working to protect uncontacted
Indians, to strengthen indigenous
rights and support the sustainable
use of natural resources.

Bolivia, Ecuador and Venezuela

• NNE (Nengvaanemquescama Nempayvam Enlhet) is a local
project working in Chaco to document and preserve indigenous
culture, values and lifestyle.
• PCI (Pro Comunidades Indigena) was created in 1995 with headquarters in Chaco. Works on legal issues and strengthening the
Indians’ organizations, autonomy and support for health, education and production.
• Tierraviva was created in 1994 by a group of young lawyers with
expertise in indigenous rights. Works to promote indigenous
rights, particularly rights to land.

• CIDOB (Confederación de Pueblos Indígenas en Bolivia) is
located in Santa Cruz and is the national association for lowland Indians, in all 34 indigenous groups. Has long experience
from local, national and international political work.
• CIPOAP (Central Indígena de Pueblos Orginarios de la Amazonía
de Pando) is CIDOB’s county group for Indians in Pando.
• CPILAP (Central de Pueblos Indígenas de la Paz) is CIDOB’s
county group for organizations in lower La Paz.
• CEADESC (Colectivo de Estudios Aplicados a los Derechos
Economicos Sociales y Culturales) is a voluntary organization based in Santa Cruz and Cochabamba. Works for economic,

social and cultural rights for Indian organizations and
local communities.
• FOBOMADE (Bolivian forum for environment and development)
is a network of grassroots organizations, individuals and academics who work for sustainable management of natural resources in local communities.

• Fundación PACHAMAMA was founded in 1997. It assists
indigenous people in southern Ecuador in their struggle
for recognition and participation. PACHAMAMA works
locally, regionally and nationally. Has long experience in
developing sustainable management strategies.

PA R TNE R s I n V ENE Z UELA
• WATANIBA is a recently established Venezuelan voluntary
organization. Gathers leading expertise on indigenous
employment and Yanomami history, culture and health.
Works closely with Brazilian Hutukara and ISA Pró
Yanomami.

Rainforest foundation
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The Rainforest Foundation works together with indigenous
groups and environmental organizations in Indonesia,
Malaysia and Papua New Guinea (PNG) to protect the
rainforest and secure the rights of forest peoples.

Generally, the rights of indigenous people are poorly safeguarded in practice. Lumber companies are notorious for
violating the rights of forest peoples, for ignoring environmental concerns and for widespread corruption.

These countries hold Asia’s largest remaining rainforest areas,
particularly the islands of Borneo (Indonesia and Malaysia) and
New Guinea (Indonesia and PNG). This is also the region that is
experiencing the fastest rate of rainforest destruction.

The greatest threats are logging, plantations, mining, and oil
and gas operations.

Rainforest
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Southeast Asia and Oceania
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Indonesia was once almost covered by
rainforest. About 18,000 km2 of forest is
destroyed each year. Much of the
logging is illegal.

Remaining rainforest in Malaysia is
mainly in Sarawak and Sabah provinces,
Borneo. Formerly Malaysia was covered
by forest, but only 20% is now considered primary forest. Indigenous
peoples make up about 12% of the
population and their rights are
systematically violated.

The rainforests of PNG contains a unique
biodiversity. Great areas of rainforest are
little explored, and new species are
discovered regularly. However, PNG has
high greenhouse gas emissions, due to
deforestation.

The island nation of Indonesia holds
many species found nowhere else in the
world. The Sumatra tiger and the
orangutan are endangered due to
destruction of the rainforest. Indonesia
ranks among the world’s top emitters
of greenhouse gases, 80% due to
deforestation. Indonesia is home to over
300 different ethnic groups, and 30–40
million people are directly dependent on
the rainforest.
The greatest threats come from the
expanding palm oil and timber plantations, timber felling and extraction of
minerals and other resources in the
ground.

12
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The last remaining forest nomads in
Sarawak, the Penans, feel that their
culture, lifestyle and forests are under
great pressure.
The greatest threats are palm oil
plantations, infrastructure and
industrial development. Malaysia is a
major exporter of timber to international markets, and much of the timber
comes from illegal logging in Indonesia.

PNG has about 300,000 km2 of rainforest,
but this includes areas that are partially
destroyed. Since the 1970s, 25% of the
rainforest has been lost or severely
degraded.
Communities in PNG have traditional
legal rights to forest and land, but rights
are often ignored by the state and the
logging companies.
The greatest threats come from international companies who intensify establishment of palm oil plantations on the
coast, and from the search for minerals
and petroleum resources.

PROTESTING: Indigenous people in Sarawak (Malaysian Borneo), gather to protest against timber companies who plunder the last remnants of rain
forest on their traditional lands.

Malaysia
The situation is very difficult for the
indigenous people of Malaysia. The year
2009 saw major conflicts linked to exploitation of remaining rainforest in
Sarawak.
In September 2009, 14 indigenous
representatives, including leaders in the
Rainforest Foundation’s partner in
Sarawak, BRIMAS, were detained during a
peaceful demonstration. They were
carrying a protest letter addressed to the
state authorities on the construction of a
hydropower plant that will submerge six
longhouses and large forest areas.
Political surveillance and repression limit
the penetration of civil society in Malaysia, and freedom of speech is severely
curtailed in Sarawak.
Legal aid
The Rainforest Foundation works to assist
local communities to withstand pressure
from expanding logging and to be heard

when major development projects that
threaten their forests are being planned.
We supports capacity building of local
organizations, rights education, networking activities and legal aid to local
communities affected by industrial
logging and plantation activities.
BRIMAS has focused especially on the
precarious situation of a particularly
vulnerable group, the Penans. Mapping is
important to identify and label traditional
Penan areas, in the hope of having them
protected against plantations and logging
development.
Large-scale hydropower development is

planned in Sarawak. Some of these
projects will flood indigenous villages and
areas which are essential for the indigenous peoples’ access to food and medicines.
JOAS, a Foundation partner from 2008,
has grown rapidly and now stands as the
national network of Malaysia’s indigenous
peoples. Contributing to increased
awareness among indigenous people, they
are increasingly consulted by government
and referred to in the media. With
Rainforest Foundation support, JOAS has
become stronger and better organized.

Partners in malaysia
• BRIMAS (Borneo Resources Institute) works in the Sarawak
region of Borneo. The organization gives rights training so
that communities can better protect their land from outside
threats. Provides advice and legal assistance in court cases on
land rights and compensation.
• SAM (Sahabat Alam Malaysia-Sarawak) conducts lobbying,

surveying and provides legal assistance in contentious cases,
mostly in the state of Sarawak.
• Joash (Jaringan Orang Asal SeMalaysia): indigenous network
seeking to unite Malaysia’s 4 million indigenous people (Orang
Asal) in their struggle. Collects documentation, arranges
workshops and disseminates information.

Rainforest foundation
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Local community rights to the forest,
reform of forest policy and restraining
rapid expansion of the plantation industry are the most important tasks for
our partners in Indonesia. In 2009 this
was characterized by work for indigenous peoples’ rights in matters of climate and forestry.
In Jambi Province in Sumatra, the
Rainforest Foundation’s partner WARSI
won an important victory in 2009. They
managed to protect an area of 800 km2
of rainforest from a cellulose company
who wanted to turn the original forest
area into a tree plantation. The company’s plans were uncovered by WARSI
while the organization was surveying the
rainforest and the situation of the
indigenous people in Jambi. Along with
50 villages they caused the Minister of
Forestry to withdraw permission for the
plantation. Considering the strong
commercial forces behind Indonesia’s
paper industry, this represents a great
victory.
Holistic management
Most of the lowland rainforest on
Sumatra has been lost in recent decades.
WARSI’s effort is important to protect
what is left. In 2009, a long border
conflict was clarified with Bukit Duabelas National Park. The local community
can now continue their traditional
gardening, while the forest is protected
against illegal logging.
Rights
Since 2008 the Foundation has stepped
up its work in Papua, the Indonesian
part of the island of New Guinea. Here
are found the last remaining large,
contiguous and intact rainforest areas
of Southeast Asia. In 2009 the provincial government developed a strategy
for sustainable development of the
forest sector for the next 20 years.
14
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Indonesia
FOKER, one of three Foundation
partners in Papua, has as part of this
work conducted a comprehensive study
of the forest situation in Papua. The
study documents the forest and rights
situation from a local community
perspective.
Legal reforms and participation
In the national plan for 2009 a new
environment law was passed. A clear
improvement of earlier environmental
legislation, the law recognizes the right
of indigenous peoples to be involved in
the management of natural resources.
Several Rainforest Foundation partners
(HuMa, WALHI) contributed to the
improvement of the law. HuMa has also
helped get a revision of the Forest Act
and other laws of great importance to
indigenous people on to the political
agenda.
Positive changes in Indonesia provide
greater room for indigenous participation and influence in policy formulation. This may be due partly to ongoing
debate on forest conservation as a
measure to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, where international actors
have been pressuring Indonesia to
include indigenous peoples and civil society at large. For example, representatives of the indigenous organization
HuMa now sit in the disputes resolution body for the National Forest
Council and work together with the
judicial commission that monitors
natural resource management. This is
important in view of the long record of
failure to follow the law on the forest
sector and the many instances where
violations of the forest law have been
overlooked.
Schools in the forest
On the Mentawai Islands, work has
continued with information and awareness through a library and a local

SAVED: On Sumatra Rainforest Foundation
Partners WARSI and Orang Rimba have
succeeded in ensuring the conservation of
forest in Bukit Duabelas National Park, and the
Orang Rimba people are allowed to use the
forest as they traditionally have done.

newspaper. In order to reach all those
who cannot read, work is now under way
to establish a local radio station. Outside
the larger villages, informal schools have
been established in the forest, where
pupils learn to read, count and write, in
addition to learning about their own
culture.

Partners in Indonesia
• KKI WARSI (Komunitas Konservasi Indonesia –WARSI) works for
indigenous rights, rainforest conservation and climate in Sumatra.
WARSI was the Rainforest Foundation’s first Indonesian partner.
Their work led to the creation Bukit Duabelas National Park, where
forest nomads now manage resources in a traditional manner.
WARSI also works to provide small farmers with economic
alternatives to logging.
• YCM (Yayasan Citra Mandiri) informs and strengthens indigenous
political determination on the Mentawai islands off Sumatra.
Since 2000, supported by the Rainforest Foundation YCM has
provided voter education prior to local elections, published
a newspaper giving a voice in the Mentawai language and
strengthened the local culture in the school system. A review in
2007 showed that YCM was very important for Mentawai political
involvement, education and cultural pride.
• YMP Palu (Yayasan Mérah Putih Palu) works to secure land rights
for the Tau Ta’a Wana people on Sulawesi, so that they can protect

their forests from destructive logging and mining, and work for
formal recognition of their traditional habitats.
• HuMa (Perkumpulan Pembaharuan Hukum) works to change
Indonesia’s laws so that they will be more environmentally
friendly and more socially just. Committed to ensuring civilian
participation in the development of laws and models for sustainable forest management at the provincial and national levels.
• WALHI (Wahana Lingkungan Hidup Indonesia) is Indonesia’s
largest environmental organization and a member of Friends of
the Earth International. Has over 400 member organizations and
runs campaigning and lobbying activities.
• Aman (Aliansi Masyarakat Adat Nusantara) is a national indigenous alliance formed in 1999. Focuses on rights for indigenous
peoples, especially in natural resource management. Aman establishes local branches in the provinces, focusing on indigenous
groups that are particularly at risk of losing their livelihoods. It

represents indigenous peoples from the whole country and works
to mobilize and inform about indigenous rights, and influence
legislation and policy.
• FOKER (Forum Kerjasama Lembaga Swadaya Masyarakat Papua) is
a network of organizations in West Papua. The Rainforest
Foundation helps them identify conflicts and engage in political
lobbying in West Papua, and with the Indonesian authorities in
the capital Jakarta.
• Yali (Yasan Lingkungan Hidup Papua) works in the Mamberamo
area, the largest intact contiguous rainforest area in the Asia–
Pacific area. They work to identify threats to the area and to the
indigenous peoples living there.
• Yayasan Paradisea is an organization based in the northwestern tip
of West Papua. Working closely with indigenous peoples in the area,
they are keen to secure corridors of rainforest between protected
areas and develop alternative economic livelihoods for local people.

Rainforest foundation
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Papua New Guinea

In 2009, the Rainforest Foundation’s
partners managed to get all distribution
of logging permits stopped in the 8000
km2 area of rainforest Kamula Doso. All
logging is currently suspended. The
ruling is an important advance for
conservation of the forest. However, the
overall situation is undermined by the
fact that both the Land Ministry and the
Office for Climate Change and Carbon
Trading continue to issue logging
permits.
Rights struggle in court
Corruption, tardiness in the judiciary
and political power games that disregard court orders are common. Yet this
is one of the most important instruments for ensuring local forest rights.
The Rainforest Foundation’s partners
worked with a dozen such cases in 2009.
In 2009 BRG and EFF worked to
overturn a constitutional amendmen t
from 2007, which in practice implies
retroactive legitimization of illegal
timber concessions. The case can make a

Foto: regnskogfondet

In Papua New Guinea the Rainforest
Foundation and our partners have two
main approaches: Support in court
cases for ensuring local rights threatened by logging and industrial companies; and strengthening local forest
conservation management and sustainable local production.

LEARNING ABOUT RIGHTS: The Rainforest Foundation have contributed to the training of local
communities in law and use of the court system.

significant number of timber concessions in PNG illegal. A date for the
Supreme Court case is expected to be
set in summer 2010.
Local conflict resolution and resource
management
On the 3600 km2 Managalas Plateau
rainforest area, the local people are
working to apply for recognition of a
protected forest. In 2009 local resource
management committees were established, and a management plan was
developed based on the people’s own
maps, boundaries and biological investi-

gations. Their goal is to get their
experiences transferred to other areas.
The Rainforest Foundation has long
supported efforts to create economic
alternatives to logging.
On the Managalas Plateau, the local
people cultivate coffee and okari nuts,
providing necessary financial income. In
2009 planning work began on similar
schemes in other areas.
Training for rights
Along PNG’s north coast, several communities have rejected the establishment of
palm oil plantations, despite strong

P a r t n e r s i n P a p u a NE W G u i n e a
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• CELCOR (Centre for Environmental Law and Community Rights)
focuses on use of the courts as a means to stop logging in the
nation’s forests. Also runs rights training in local communities.
The goal is to strengthen local people’s ability to make informed
choices in managing their own forest resources.

• PmW (Partners with Melanesians) arose as a result of a local
effort to find alternative sources of income in a large forest
area in the northern part of Papua New Guinea, the Managalas
Plateau. The experience and the good results have inspired many,
including the World Bank.

• ELC (Environmental Law Centre) collaborates closely with CELCOR.
They use the legal system systematically and consciously and run
rights training in local communities.

• PNG EFF (PNG Eco Forestry Forum) is an umbrella organization
founded in 1999 by a number of local organizations. It assists in
lawsuits against international logging companies, and seeks especially to promote sustainable local management of the rainforest.

Rainforest foundation
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• BRG (Bismarck Ramu Group) works in Madang Province, northwestern Papua New Guinea, on the principle that the people
and local communities must be strengthened to be able to make
conscious, informed choices about the future. BRG works together
with local communities against logging, mining and other
projects threatening the forest.

OVERRIDDEN: The Constitution states that it is the local population who own forest land in Papua New Guinea, but their rights are very often
overridden by commercial interests looking for resources such as timber.

pressure from the authorities and
international companies. The Rainforest
Foundation has contributed towards
legal assistance and training in using the
local legal system. An international
timber company has withdrawn from the
area after being confronted with its
violations of both forestry laws and
agreements with landowners. Knowledge
of their own rights and national legislation will strengthen the local community
in making decisions on utilization and
conservation of local natural resources.
Many communities in other areas have
asked for such courses, and have come to

realize that it is possible to deal with
crime in the courts.
Breakthrough for lobbying
Rainforest Foundation partners have
put pressure on authorities to postpone
new logging operations, introduce better
forest management, promote good
governance and inform the population
about climate issues. The organizations
have also participated in work on
guidelines for sustainable palm oil
production and helped to establish a
national anti-corruption committee.
Corruption is a major cause of environ-

mental destruction and lack of development in PNG. Social media like YouTube,
Facebook and blogs are actively used by
several of our partners, both to inform
the people and to put pressure on the
authorities.
Many organizations lack capacity and
relevant expertise. An important task for
the Rainforest Foundation is to strengthen and further develop our partner
organizations.
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The world’s second largest contiguous forest area after the Amazon is in Central
Africa. Some 60% of this vast rainforest lies in the Democratic Republic of Congo.
Most of sub-Saharan Africa was once covered by lush, tropical forest. Since the
1980s, parts of Africa have had the highest deforestation rate in the world and today
more than half of the forest is gone.
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The Congo basin rainforest covers 1.8 million km , stretching through the Republic of
Congo, the Democratic Republic of Congo, Cameroon, the Central African Republic,
Gabon and Equatorial Guinea.
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The Rainforest Foundation is working
to strengthen organizations and
networks for civil society and indigenous peoples, to improve their ability
to participate in management of the
forests they depend on.

Some 18% of the world’s remaining
rainforest are in DR Congo. These
precious forests store an estimated 23
billion tonnes of carbon, representing 14
years of total U.S. emissions at current
levels. They are thus an important
defence against climate change.
Historically, deforestation in the Congo
has been low. But now the war is over,
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Deforestation in DR Congo has historically
been low. But the need of income by the
end of the war in 2002–2003 resulted in
an extensive forest reform with a strong
focus on industrial logging. The Rainforest
Foundation works to ensure that the population benefits from the rainforest without having to destroy it.
In 2009, our partners continued their wo
rk to secure participation and influence for
the forest peoples and indigenous groups
in forest issues. A key priority is to get
support and acceptance for communitybased forest management. Early in 2009
the DRC Ministry of the Environment
proposed a forest regulation that our
partners feared would lead to an increase
in logging concessions and industrial

Lake
Kariba

the way may be open to large-scale
industrial logging. Logging concessions
have already been awarded for areas
approximately the size of Iceland.
The forest provides a livelihood for 40 of
the country’s 68 million inhabitants,
including Congo’s indigenous people, the
pygmies. Still not recognized as a distinct
people in national legislation, they are
subjected to systematic human rights
violations.
The biggest threats come from industrial
logging, plantations, mining and
agriculture.
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Building competence
The Rainforest Foundation has worked
with the RRN since our involvement in
DR Congo began in 2003.To ensure real
influence over forest management the
Rainforest Foundation has focused on
strategic and long-term organization and
capacity building. The result is that RRN
now is invited by the authorities for
consultations and meetings on forest
issues, and represents civil soci ety in
the many new forestry initiatives in the
country.
Through the Africapacity programme
the Rainforest Foundation implements
capacity-building measures for indigenous organizations. Many of these work
with pygmy groups who have been
evicted from their territories in connection with the establishment of national
parks. These organizations are struggling
to get Pygmy basic rights safeguarded,
and that they should play a central role
in management of the forest.
Congo’s indigenous peoples are

SURVEYING: Maps of traditional territories are an important weapon for stopping rainforest
destruction.

subjected to extensive discrimination. In
Eastern Congo, we and our partners have
worked hard on legal measures to ensure
recognition of and respect for their
rights. Court cases and representation
have put the topic on the agenda, so
that the authorities increasingly have to
abide by the law.

Rainforest Foundation has been working
together with various local organizations
to survey local people’s traditional
territories. GPS and computer programs
make it possible to show the location of
resources such as hunting areas, water
sources and sacred sites. This is an
important weapon in avoiding eviction.

Armed with a map
Many protected areas and logging
permits overlap with the habitats of
indigenous and forest peoples. The

PA R TNE R s I n d r c o n g o
• RRN (Réseau des Ressources Naturelles ) is a natural resources
network that has evolved to become central in setting the terms
for national environmental issues in DR Congo. Arose as a reaction to the plundering of Congo’s natural resources during the
fighting in the country from 1994 to 2002.

FOCUS ON WOMEN: Several of our partners in
the conflict-torn east have focused on the vul
nerable situation of women. They are working
to find solutions so that women can have an in
come and access to natural resources even in
unsafe areas.

annual report 2009
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felling. Our partner RRN helped to get this
legislation changed so that it better
recognizes the local peoples’ traditional
management of their habitats.
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DR Congo
DR Kongo
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DR Congo faces an important choice:
Open up for extensive industrial development in the rainforest, or conserve
the forest to create an important source
of income.

• Réseau CREF (Réseau pour la Conservation et la Réhabilitation
de s Ecosystèmes Forestiers) is located in North Kivu in East
Congo where there is still much unrest. Aims to contribute
to peace and reduction of poverty by good forest management.
Member of RRN.
• ERND Institute (Environnement, Ressources Naturelles et
Développement) has formed a network of local lawyers sup-

porting indigenous communities who want to put up their
land rights with authorities and industrial logging companies.
Trying also to influence a new conservation law so that local
communities will have the opportunity to be involved in the
management of protected areas.
• CEDEN (Cercle pour la défense de l’environnement) is a Congolese civil society organization working in the forest-rich Equateur province to strengthen the rights of indigenous people and
local groups in forest conservation.

kitchen stoves and plant trees for fuelwood.
• DGPA (Dynamique des Groupes des Peuples Autochtones) is
a national indigenous network. Started as a group of indigenous
activists who sent a complaint to the World Bank’s inspection
panel because of the Bank’s felling policy in DR Congo.
• Africapacity is a capacity-raising programme to boost expertise
in the projects of indigenous organizations. Focuses on direct
contact with forest people, ensuring active community contribution to project development with the organizations.

• UEFA (Union pour l’Emancipation de la Femme Autochtone)
works for liberation of indigenous women. Runs a forest conservation project where households make their own fuel-efficient
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Climate and rainforest

Get out of the rainforest!
In 2009, the Rainforest Foundation contacted
the Ethics Council of Norway’s Government
Pension Fund Global (popularly known as the
«Oil Fund») to demand they withdraw from
companies that destroy the rainforest and operate in contradiction of the Fund’s own ethical
guidelines. When the Fund presented its annual report, we drew attention to investments
in six of the companies with the worst record in

violations of forest peoples’ rights and environmental damage to the rainforest. Among them
is the Malaysian logging company Samling, responsible for the destruction of large forest
areas. To date, the Ethics Council has not
reached a decision and the government has not
sold its shares in the companies we singled out
for criticism.

PHoto: Julie Forchammer

THREATENED BY CLIMATE CHANGE:
A third of the world’s amphibious species
are threatened with extinction, and
climate change increases the threat to
the species.

Human rights of rainforest dwellers and
the consideration of biological diversity
were key points at the UN climate negotiations in Copenhagen in December 2009.
The work of the Rainforest Foundation and
our network of partners played an
important role in getting these considerations included in the draft resolution on
climate change concerning conservation of
tropical forests, also known as REDD (A
mechanism whereby industrialized
countries pay for reducing greenhouse gas
emissions from deforestation and forest
degradation in developing countries).
A central objective of the climate work
of the Rainforest Foundation is precisely
that a REDD agreement shall respect
these considerations. With our partners,
20
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we are working with governments in
rainforest countries and multilateral
organizations so that indigenous groups
and the civil society can participate and
be heard when policies and measures are
formulated.
It is a central objective to strengthen
the network and cooperation among
organizations working with REDD. The
Accra Caucus network, assisted into
being by the Rainforest Foundation, has
been a particularly important player
because it is made up mainly of Southern
organizations and can reach the authorities in many tropical countries. In
addition, in 2009 we worked closely with
Norwegian authorities, and secured
documented improvements in Norway’s
positions on indigenous rights. After
initiatives from the Rainforest Foundation, Norway invited central REDD
negotiators to a special meeting in
autumn 2009 in Bangkok, to discuss the
rights of indigenous peoples.

Voting rights in the UN
The Rainforest Foundation has helped
ensure that indigenous peoples and NGOs
receive their own representative with full
voting rights in the UN REDD Programme,
UN REDD. The Foundation has also
worked actively with the World Bank
REDD initiatives, where important results
were the acceptance of broad, participatory processes and focus on conservation
of natural forest in the basic document
for the World Bank’s Forest Investment
Program.
Advances in rainforest countries
At the country level in 2009 we had a
special focus on the DR Congo, Guyana
and Indonesia. In Congo our partners
participated in several official working
meetings with UN and World Bank. We
contributed to the creation of a national
REDD Committee, where civilians are
promised equal representation with the
country’s authorities. This is a break-

through result, in a country where the
people have traditionally had little
influence.
Also in Indonesia and Papua New
Guinea, our partners ensured that
authorities are confronted with views
from forest people and other sectors of
civil society in the formulation of
national climate and forest policy. In
Indonesia, for example, the Ministry of
Forestry has been sharply criticized for
wanting to develop REDD policy behind
closed doors. The Forestry Department is
known as one of the country’s most
corrupt bodies. In Papua New Guinea,
organizations have managed to put the
spotlight on irresponsible public and
private actors who try to take advantage
of support for the climate to enrich
themselves.

photo: JULIE FORCHHAMMER

Pressure from the Rainforest Foundation and partners have made indigenous
rights an important issue in international negotiations on climate and
conservation of tropical forests.

COPENHAGEN: The Rainforest Foundation is working for an agreement on forest conservation and
climate change to recognize the forest people’s rights.

HISTORIC: For the first time ever, representatives of the Rainforest Foundation’s partners in all
the Amazon countries gathered to share experiences.

Major meeting in Peru
From 23 to 27 March 2009 a historic meeting was held in Peru. Representatives from the Rainforest Foundation’s
partners in indigenous and environmental organizations from all of South
America gathered for the first time. The
goal is to achieve holistic cooperation
across national borders. The need for
such a meeting was great. Joint strate-

gies were laid for strengthening regional tools so that they can be used to a
greater extent at national level.
A total of 85 persons gathered in Iquitos, Peru, from 43 organizations in
Brazil, Venezuela, Bolivia, Ecuador, Peru,
Suriname, Colombia, French Guyana
and Paraguay.
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DEBUT: The Rainforest Foundation’s anniversary gala
was scene to the first musical interaction between
Bugge Wesseltoft and Odd Nordståga, both from
Telemark county.
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CHIEFTAIN: Adolphine Muley
honoured Lars Løvold with head
gear designating chieftain status
in her Congo homeland.

PHoto: Jørgen Dahlen

Less tropical in the garden
Another bright spot was the Consumer
Guide for garden furniture in 2009. There
is still plantation wood without documented origins in the shops, but there is
hardly any garden furniture made of
natural forest still being offered on the
Norwegian market.
Throughout the year we have focused
on the use of non-sustainable tropical
timber in the building and construction
industry in several individual cases. These
included the revelation that JC Decaux

ROYALTIES: Ingrid Olava has recorded a
version of the Jokke song «Here comes the
winter». All proceeds from sales will go to
the Rainforest Foundation.

PHoto: ANNE LEIFSDATTER GRØNLUND

«What pleasure is there to prepare your
dinner on destroyed rainforest», asked
Lars Løvold when the 2009 edition of
Construction Product Survey on the sale
of tropical timber was released. In 2009,
kitchen suppliers, with Scandinavia’s HTH
leading the way, were voted as the worst
in the survey, drawing considerable
attention in both Norway and Denmark.
On the mend
The Construction Product Survey is
implemented with help from our regular
partner organizations in the Timber Campaign, in addition to local enthusiasts
and supporters. We investigate building
material stores and shops and, for the
first time, kitchen suppliers in 2009.
The boat industry is another important
target in campaigning against the use of
tropical timber. At Norway’s big annual
boat show «The Sea for Everyone» several
important boat producers showed
impressive enthusiasm for alternatives to
teak. The boat industry still has far to go
but it seems that attitudes to rainforest
timber are about to change.

PHoto: Jørgen Dahlen

Import of rainforest timber dropping
Our Timber Campaign has yielded
results. 2009 confirmed the trend of
decline in sales of rainforest timber in
Norway, but there are still dealers who
have products from rainforest destruction in the ir sale yards.

PHoto: ANNE LEIFSDATTER GRØNLUND

PHoto: ESPEN WÆHLE

Tropical trend shift:

SALSA: The Hovedøen Social Club played dance
music with its distinctive fusion of Norwegian
radio classics and fiery Cuban salsa.

20-YEAR MEMORIES: Participant Petter Nome and Lars Løvold
reminisced on the days when Indian chief Raoni and Sting were
in Norway in 1989 – the prelude to what we now know as the
Rainforest Foundation.

20 years for the rainforest
ILLEGAL: Furniture and other items made from illegally felled timber are still sold in Norway.
Demand for these goods leads to rainforest destruction and the disappearance of the livelihoods of
millions of people

had used the South American species Ipé
in several hundred bus shelters in
Rogaland county, and the Norwegian
Public Roads Administration’s use of
African mahogany in pier railings in
Trondheim. In both cases, those who
were responsible decided to remove the
timber.
Rules needed
Also the Norwegian government has
decided not to use tropical timber. In
2009, the Rainforest Foundation was in

dialogue with the Ministry of the
Environment regarding rules for import
trade in tropical timbers. In addition to
expressing our views on new laws for
the U.S. and the European Union, we
have criticized loopholes in Norway’s ban
on trade in timber from Burma.

In June the Rainforest Foundation
gathered indigenous peoples and forest
activists from around the world to mark
20 years of effort for the world’s
rainforests.
Indians from the Amazon region and
indigenous representatives from DR Con
go, New Guinea, Malaysia and Indonesia
gathered in Norway for four days to
share experiences and formulate joint
strategies for rainforest campaigns in
coming years.
The meetings concluded with the
international climate conference «Rain
Forests and climate change. Making
sustainable development possible».
Among the speakers were Trudie Styler,

who founded the Rainforest Foundation
with Sting in 1989; Marina Silva, senator
and former Minister of the Environment
in Brazil; Erik Solheim, Norway’s Minister
of the Environment and International
Development; Angela Cropper, Deputy
Secretary General of the United Nations’
Environment Programme (UNEP) and
Victoria Tauli-Corpuz, director of the UN
Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues.
Anniversary concert
After four days of meetings and seminars
a commemorative concert started with a
bang at Oslo’s Rockefeller Music Hall on
18 June. Rainforest Foundation musical
supporters provided a memorable
evening with enormous energy.

Representatives from over 100 partner
organizations were also present. Adolphine Muley and Théophile Gata from
the Democratic Republic of Congo
«crowned» Lars Løvold with headgear
denoting chieftain status in their
homeland.
Attorney and activist Anne Kajir spoke
movingly of the difficult work of
securing forest peoples’ rights in Papua
New Guinea. Davi Kopenawa Yanomami,
a shaman and world-renowned spokesman for Yanomami Indians of the
Amazon, held a speech honouring Lars
Løvold.
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Information and communication

South Perspectives
Together with other environmental
organizations the Rainforest Foundation
participated in the NORAD-funded
information campaign ”Climate seen from
the South”, aimed at bring ”South
perspectives” into the climate debate in
Norway. The Rainforest Foundation
contributed through sharing the views of
our partner organizations, through special
news dispatches and in the media.
nyhetsutsendinger og i media.

The rainforest was a much discussed topic
in the Norwegian press during 2009,
thanks to the international climate
change agreement and the government’s
climate and forest programme. The
Rainforest Foundation was a recognize d
expert, providing commentary through
feature articles, interviews and statements.
The Rainforest Foundation has also been
clearly visible in the work to reduce the
use of tropical timber in Norway.

Home page

The Rainforest Foundation is active on
Facebook, Twitter and YouTube. This is an
effective way to have two-way contact
with committed people. We also have a
travel blog with photo series and travel
accounts from trips and conferences.

In June 2009, the Rainforest Foundation
launched a new website, created through
a process in which users were involved to
determine the content and structure. Web
Company Halogen were advisors, and the
publishing solution was provided by

Enonic. Visitor figures have risen regularly
with the launch of new pages and we
have seen good response to the information provided. A weekly electronic
newsletter was sent out to 5000 subscribers.
photo: ARILD FRÖHLICH

Rainforest on film

Publications

We worked with «Film from the South»
regarding lectures and viewing of two
films made by indigenous peoples of the
Amazon. The Brazilian film «The Bird
Watchers» about the indigenous
people’s struggle was screened in the
cinemas. Directors Arild Fröhlich and
Rune Denstad Langlo made the short
film «The Forest», where Anders Baasmo
Christiansen, Freddy dos Santos, Trond
Espen Seim and Christian Skolmen
worked voluntarily in the forest – for
the rainforest.

News magazine «News from the Rainforest Foundation» (circulation 10,500) is an
important channel for reaching our
supporters. In 2009 there were four
issues. The June one was a special issue
on the situation of the world’s rain
forests, «The Condition of the Rainforest»
(circulation 12,000). Contributors to the
magazine are the Rainforest Foundation’s
own staff, our partners and international
experts. Both can be downloaded from
our website. The Rainforest Foundation
also published «Schools in the Rain
Forest» on innovative teaching among
four indigenous groups in the Brazilian
Amazon.

FOR THE RAINFOREST: Anders Baasmo
Christiansen, Freddy dos Santos, Trond
Espen Seim and Christian Skolmen.
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The Rainforest Foundation entered the
year 2009 with a new organizational structure. This came as a result of
strong growth in recent years. We now
have six sections with one manager for
each.
During 2009 total staff has increased
by 3 full-time equivalents, by the end
of the year consisting of 28 full-time
equivalents. The Foundation strives for
equal gender distribution on its board
and staff. Our current board has 5
women and 6 men; on the staff there
are 19 women and 13 men.
During 2009 stricter security procedures
were introduced in relation to travel in
our project countries. A safety course
was also conducted, concerning how
to tackle various situations while travelling. A «Code of Conduct» was developed and implemented in the organization.

NEWS: The Rainforest Foundation launched a new website in 2009.

Social media

Administration

Self-reported sick leave in 2009 was
3.8%. This is a reduction from 2008 of
about 1%. Medically certified sick leave
was at 2.8%, while Norway has a total
average of 6.5% (up to the 3rd quarter
in 2009).
The Rainforest Foundation is working
for a healthier environment and is ecocertified.

Staff in the Rainforest Foundation
31.12.2009:
Lars Løvold – Director
Yngve Kristiansen – Deputy Director
Amazonas: Anna Bjørndal – Head of Department
María Guzmán-Gallegos,
	Anders Krogh, Torkjell Leira,
	Trond Berget, Hanne
Krogstadmo
Africa: Anne Martinussen – Head of
Dept.
	Lionel Diss, Ingelin Ladsten,
	Stefan Kistler
Asia: Rune Paulsen – Head of Dept.
	Anja Lillegraven,
Geir Erichsrud
Campaigning/policy: Nils Hermann Ranum – Head of Dept.
Vemund Olsen, Solveig Firing
	Lunde, Siri Damman,		
Ronny Hansen
Information: Ellen Hofsvang – Head of
Dept.
Hanne Brown,
Julie Forchhammer
Marketing and administration:
Anne Kristin Ulleberg – Head of Dept.
	Solvor Horrig Helland, Siri
	Nærland, Åse W. Holen,
Martin Løkkeberg
On leave: Anne-Sofie Morsund,
Hege Karsti Ragnhildstveit.
Terminated employment in 2009:
Maria Ines Luna Maira, Rune
Hauger, Espen Wæhle

The Board
The Board has broad expertise and makes decisions in overall issues.
The following composition constitutes the Board since June 2009:
Regine Andersen – Chairwoman
Anne Hege Simonsen – Deputy Chairwoman
Tormod Vaaland Burkey
Gunn Karin Gjul
Ketil Fred Hansen
Signe Howell

Maria Lundberg
Trygve K. Norman
Jan Thomas H. Odegard
Trond B. Solvang
Torkjell Leira (Staff Representative)
Anja Lillegraven (stabsrepresentant vara)

The Board in 2009 had four meetings and a seminar including the staff.
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Funding and supporters
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We have received good evaluations of
our work and our results. This has resulted in substantially increased support
from public contributors. Of a total budget of almost NOK 120 million for 2009,
grants from NORAD, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Ministry of the Environment amounted to around 110 million. In
addition to this support, it is essential
that we have a solid foundation of other
supporters, both individuals and businesses.

Rainforest Guardians
At the end of the year, we had just under
3500 regular contributors: our «rainforest guardians». Of these approximately
2400 give via monthly bank giro, while
the remainder are more sporadic in their
contributions. Growth in 2009 was 250
guardians, while payment has increased
by about 500,000 – or 20%.

Million NOK

The Rainforest Foundation has in recent
years persuaded Norway’s political authorities to recognize the importance
of the world’s rain forests.

GROWTH: The Rainforest Foundation has seen great growth since
the beginning 1989. Through over one hundred local partners we are
currently involved in work in the world’s ten most important rainforest
countries.

Donors
General donors are another important
target group. Through the year, these have
contributed over NOK 1.5 million. In 2009,
we sent out a calendar to all our guardians and donors, in addition to the four issues of «News from the Rainforest Foundation».

GROWTH: Ten years ago (over) the Rainforest Foundation assembled around 30 employees and partners to a meeting in Oslo.
For our 20th anniversary (below) there were over three times as many.
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INCREASE: We have had over 100% increase in
contributions from our Rainforest Guardians in
the past five years.

New web shop
In connection with our new website,
launched in June 2009, we also established an online shop. The Christmas trade
via this channel provided a good contribution to the organization.
Collaboration agreements
In 2008 a comprehensive cooperation
agreement was established with the
Choice Hotels chain. The agreement provides up to NOK 2.5 million a year, based
on accommodation days at the hotels.
This amou nted to NOK 2.35 million. In
addition, Choice have arranged additional
activities that have provided further funds
for the Rainforest Foundation.
Other good partners have also contributed significant funds over the years.
It is a pleasure to note that a growing
number of schools, organizations and
individuals have contributed gifts and
collection activities for our work. This
has resulted in significant amounts.

GIFT BOOK: Many new guardians received this
fantastic book «Rain Forest» by photographer
Thomas Marent as a welcome gift.
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The Rainforest Foundation’s turnover in 2009
(NOK 114.4 million)

Geographic working areas (project funds)

Norad’s Programme for
Indigenous People
NOK 11.5 million
CALENDAR: For the first time we prepared
a lovely calendar, which was distributed to
faithful co-workers and was received with
enthusiasm.

We thank all our supporters and donors
for the important contributions to our
work during 2009.

Norad framework
agreement
NOK 53.4 million

Amazon, Norwegian Ministry of
Foreign Affairs
NOK 23.5 million

Asia/Oceania
NOK 27.5 million
Latin America
NOK 51 million

Climate Programme /
EMIS / others
NOK 13.1 million

Africa
NOK 14 million
Global programme
NOK 8 million

Administration
NOK 7.1 million
Information
NOK 4.4 million
Project funds, total (NOK 100.5 million)

Collections
NOK 3.1 million
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Annual Accounts Rainforest Foundation

Annual accounts Rainforest Foundation – Balance as of 31.12.

The Rainforest Foundation is a member of the Norwegian Control Commitee for Foundraisning. Activity accounts are therefore issued as a note to
the regular accounts.
		
Activity Account 2009
Accounts 2008

		
ASSETS

NOTE

2009

2008

Income:					

FIXED ASSETS							

Unrestricted funds:				

Office equipment

5

271 484

175 259

Donations – unrestricted	Note 2

3 153 163

2 654 797

Total fixed assets		

271 484

175 259

Grant administration		

7 618 197

6 484 244

							

Total financial assets		

517 229

938 465

Current assets							

Total unrestricted funds		

11 288 589

10 077 506

Debtors

6

Cash and cash equivalents

4 430 972

5 375 695

7

24 739 714

25 747 568

Restricted funds:				

Total current assets		

29 170 686

31 123 263

Donations – restricted	Note 2

							

5 498 140

5 000 053

Project income, Norad		

44 832 303

40 649 538

Total assets		

Programme for Indigenous People, Norad

11 451 861

11 548 073

							

Environmental Movements in the South (EMIS)

5 823 725

5 904 911

Equity and liabilities							

Amazon Programme, Ministry of Foreign Affairs

23 543 733

17 394 144

29 442 170

31 298 522

Climate programme, Norad		

4 833 382		

Equity							

Project Income , ODW		

2 236 977

2 385 318

Equity with self-imposed restrictions						

Rainforest Foundation Fund		

1 834 213

1 610 624

Project Fund		

Project Income, other 		

339 787

867 964

							

Information grant		

2 745 940

2 614 761

Other equity							

Total restricted funds		

103 140 061

87 975 386

Operating fund		

4 365 126

4 974 100

Total disposal		

114 428 650

98 052 892

Total equity 		

17 447 764

18 079 622

13 082 637

13 105 521

							
Expenses:				

Short-term liabilities							

Foundraising – procurement of funds

Public duties and holiday pay		

2 969 507

2 640 257

Project funds outstanding		

7 398 237

9 116 079

3 127 801

2 916 236

Costs for objective:				

Other short-term liabilities		

1 626 662

1 462 564

Project Costs 	Note 3

Total short-term liabilities		

11 994 406

13 218 900

100 417 005

83 334 149

Information Costs		

4 390 823

3 022 212

Total objective costs		

104 807 828

86 356 361

Administration/Operations		

7 124 879

5 306 570

115 060 507

94 579 167

Activities result		

-631 857

3 473 725

Result unrestricted funds		

-608 974

1 447 251

Total costs

Note 4

Separate funds info		

1 644 883

407 449

Operating fund as of 1.1.		

4 974 100

3 526 849

Operating fund as of 31.12.		

4 365 126

4 974 100

							
Sum equity and liabilities		

29 442 170

31 298 522
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Donations – restricted		

5 498 140

5 000 053

Cost restricted funds		

5 521 024

2 973 578

Result restricted funds		

-22 884

2 026 474

Project Fund as of 1.1.		

13 105 521

11 079 047

Project Fund as of 31.12.		

13 082 637

13 105 521

TOTAL EQUITY		

17 447 763

18 079 621
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2009
3 303 142
1 517 594
11 350
2 388 116
15 000
324 744
294 540
7 854 486
2 356 346
5 498 140
796 817
0
0
2 356 346
3 153 163
8 651 303

2008
2 746 658
1 400 866
142 401
737 598
1 310 000
285 448
519 962
7 142 933
2 142 880
5 000 053
449 587
0
62 330
2 142 880
2 654 797
7 654 850
658 000
717 533
330 033
5 814 091
1 744 027
4 070 064
292 941
413 073
147 244
1 744 027
2 597 285
6 667 349

2007
2 388 926
1 422 315
297 284

3) Project Costs			
Non-transferable project grants are reported as income the year they are used. Transferable grants are reported as income the year the contract is signed. Unused funds at 31.12 are set in the balance as transferable project support. The administration contribution is normally calculated by the project
cost. For projects where we have not received the audit report by the end of accounting, , the project cost is transferred assets to partners abroad. For
these projects it is reported administration contribution from any unused funds at partner.				
					
		
Total expenditure
Norad/MFA
ODW/others
Separate funds
Sustainable management of rainforest in the Amazon
3 181 660
2 569 660
612 000
Rights-based forest management in the Amazon		
4 043 773
3 375 510
668 263
Institutional development in the Amazon		
5 122 799
4 607 214
515 585
Programme for Indigenous People, Norad		
11 451 861
11 451 861
Total Amazon		
23 800 093
22 004 244
1 795 848
						
Rights-based forest management in Southeast Asia
21 447 212
16 242 056
3 348 377
1 856 779
Rights-based forest management in Central Africa		
12 630 244
12 630 244
Global framework for sustainable forest management
6 996 469
6 077 619
918 850
Total cooperation agreement with Norad		
64 874 018
56 954 164
3 348 377
4 571 477
				
7 919 854
Amazon Programme – Ministry of Foreign Affairs
23 543 733
23 543 733
EMIS		
5 823 725
5 823 725
Climate programme, Norad		
4 833 382
4 833 382
Other		
2 453 547
2 174 000
279 547
Total other project expenses		
36 654 387
34 200 840
2 174 000
279 547
Of this included in the cooperation agreement with Norad
-1 111 400 		
-1 111 400
Provision for loss on project funding		
-670 000
670 000
Total Rainforest Foundation projects0+		
100 417 005
90 485 003
4 410 977
5 521 024

2) Donation		
Contractual donors		
Regular donors		
Enclosures/addressed distributions		
Choice Hotels Scandinavia		
Grønt Punkt (Green Dot Norway plc) 		
Web collection		
Other 		
Total restricted support		
To unristricted funds - 30%		
Disposal for project - 70%		
Business support, advertising		
Slot machines		
Other unrestricted contributions		
30% from private donors		
Total unrestricted		
Total donations		

				
			
1) Accounting principles:
The Rainforest Foundation uses the transaction principle and matching principle for accounting of income and expenses. Project grants are recorded as
income in line with expenditure of grant funds. Unused funds are returned to donor at year end or by completion of the project. Donations are recorded
as income when received and distributed as unrestricted or restricted funds so that at least 70% of private doantions are restricted for projects before
foundraising costs. The remaining 30% is used freely for the objective. This restriction is self-imposed in the form of board resolutions.		
						

5) Depreciation fixed assets				
For depreciation of fixed assets in the Rainforest Foundation accounts straight-line depreciation is used with a depreciation
rate of 25%.
Machinery and equipment in the Rainforest Foundation:			
Cost price at 1.1.09.
443 579 		
Investments
180 337 		
Disposals
107 136 		
Cost price 31.12.
516 780 		
Accumulated depreciations
245 297 		
Carried forward, value 31.12
271 483 		
Of which annual depreciation
84 112 		
			
6) Receivables				
Of this, NOK 3,536,262 is due at project partners. The amount is included in project transfers for 2010.
				
7) Restricted bank deposits
2009
2008
Withholding Tax Account
574 319
564 437
Restricted to projects
1 638 360
3 084 080
				
8) Audit
Expenditure for audit in Norway taken to expenses is NOK 88,250.

4) Operating expenses
2009
2008
2007
				
Salaries
12 434 052
9 041 126
7 106 043
Employers’ insurance contribution 2 042 405
1 442 179
1 112 847
Other personnel costs
2 354 704
1 697 493
1 093 558
Total salary costs
16 831 161
12 180 798
9 312 448
Depreciation
84 112
110 895
128 129
Other operating costs
98 145 234
82 287 474
54 212 120
Total operating costs
115060507
94 579 167
63 652 697
			
Project costs are distributed as follows:				
Share of salary costs
9 406 451
6 970 005
4 802 481
Share of other operating costs
91 010 554
76 829 144
71 917 150
Total project costs
100 417 005
83 799 149
76 719 631
			
Personnel Expenditures				
	The Rainforest Foundation’s total personnel costs are NOK 16,831,161 of which 9,406,451 relate to project activities and are
included as part of project costs. Total work-years in 2009 were 28. The Director received 664,863 in salary. The Rainforest
Foundation has a collective pension plan for its employees that meets Norwegian requirements for mandatory occupational
pensions. The premium fund as of 31.12. stands at NOK 435,240. Board members do not receive remuneration for their
services.				
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